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5 years of experience in SQL Server  Access database, ETL and Reporting tools 
such as: SSIS, SSAS, SSRS and Power BI. Created Database Objects - Schemas, 
Tables, Indexes, Views, User defined functions, Cursors, Triggers, Stored 
Procedure, Constraints and Roles. Developed SSIS ETL Packages using multiple 
data sources (SQL Server, Flat Files, Excel Source files, etc.

JANUARY 2016 – 2020
MSBI DEVELOPER II - PASSENGER- CALIFORNIA

 Worked on the data issues for commercial data warehouse and data mart.
 Worked on SSIS to remove duplicate records with data standardization.
 Identified various source systems for data feeds and moved to ODS.
 Created SSIS Package to transfer data from various locations and maintained 

different master packages with checkpoints and also CDC techniques, FTP/SFTP 
task then loaded the source data into the database.

 Created various Jobs, Alerts and Events, Created Backups for databases and 
automated the process.

 Experienced in enhancing and deploying the SSIS Packages from development 
server to production server.

 Performed different types of loads Incremental Load, Optimized Load &amp; 
Binary Load.

2012 – 2016
MSBI DEVELOPER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Copart is the worlds largest online auto auction company with its headquarters 
located in Dallas, TX.

 Copart sells vehicles for a variety of consignors including finance companies, 
banks, dealers, fleets, rental car companies, and the insurance.

 Their SharePoint sites are the point of collaboration between every department 
and especially allow the team of information technology professionals to create 
service designs and maintain existing infrastructures that emphasize speed, 
accuracy, accessibility, security and quality.

 Responsibilities Expert Knowledge of Reporting Services (SSRS), Integration 
Services (SSIS), and Analysis Services (SSAS).

 Proficient in creating different Package Configurations such as SQL Server, XML 
configuration and Parent package variable.

 Worked as a developer in creating complex Stored Procedures, Triggers, 
Functions, Indexes, Tables, Views and other T-SQL code and SQL joins for 
applications.

 Migrated data from Heterogeneous Data Sources and legacy system (DB2, 
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Access, Excel) to SQL Server databases using SQL Server Integration Services 
(SSIS) to overcome transformation constraints.

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Technology in Computer Science - (JNTU)

SKILLS

Constraints and Roles. Developed SSIS ETL Packages.
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